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SUSY signature at ATLAS
SUSY search is one of the major topics of ATLAS
This talk focus on the early SUSY search at ATLAS
(～1fb-1, 1 month in design lumi.)
• relatively large cross sections
squark, gluino production via strong interaction
– O(10) pb for 500GeV SUSY mass
– O(1) pb for 1TeV SUSY mass












Lightest SUSY Particle (LSP)
• stable and neutral
• observed as missing energy
experimental signature of SUSY events:
multi jets + missing ET + (leptons)
Strategy of early SUSY search
Strategy of early SUSY search should be …
• model independent as possible
While theoretically complicated,
– many scenario: mSugra, GMSB, AMSB, …
– parameter space: m0, m1/2, tanβ, …
experimentally rather simple,
Æ use multi-jets and large missing ET signatures
• data-driven as possible
SUSY search is one of early physics at ATLAS
– poor understanding of detector (jet energy scale, fake missing ET, …)
– large uncertainty of SM backgrounds, especially in signal region
Æ try to estimate BGs using real data wherever possible
,instead of believing the Monte Carlo estimation
at least 4 jets of pT>50GeV
leading jet of pT>100GeV
Missing ET>100GeV




no-lepton mode at 1fb-1
• SM BG consists of tt, W/Z, QCD
• 1TeV SUSY signal at high mass region
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Effective Mass distribution
• discriminating variable for SUSY search
• Effective Mass distributions for lepton modes at 1fb-1
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one-lepton mode at 1fb-1
• include SUSY signatures




• but QCD suppressed
Discovery potential
※mSugra assumed (tanβ=10)
• ATLAS has potential for the discovery 
of 1TeV SUSY at early data (1fb-1)
• both no-lepton and one-lepton mode     
are promising
• However, SUSY signal is broad and 
identifying the excess over the BG slope 
is not trivial in real data.
5σ discovery reach at 1fb-1
• recent studies focus on the data-driven
techniques of BG estimation in signal region
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ATLAS Preliminary
Z (Æνν) BG estimation
• Z (Æνν) + multi-jets is totally irreducible BG in no lepton mode















• almost pure sample is available
• only care about branching ratio and
detector acceptance of leptons (pT,eta,effi.) 
• estimated BG is strong against
- detector uncertainty: jet energy scale, …
- MC uncertainty: normalization, slope, …
• possible weakness is small statistics of




top and W BG for one lepton mode
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• additional cut for one lepton mode
Transverse Mass > 100GeV
highly suppress SM BG
• rejected events are useful
as a control data for BG estimation
9 small contamination of the SUSY signal
9 Meff shape of control data
is almost the same with real BG
9 normalization is determined





estimated BG • BG in signal region is well reproduced

















• missing ET of QCD BG always correlate with jet
¾ mis-measurement of jet energy (fake miss.)
¾ semileptonic decay of heavy flavor (real miss.)
• additional cut for no lepton mode
delta phi(3jets-missing) > 0.2
almost eliminate QCD BG
• normalization of QCD BG can be













An idea for BG shape
¾ collect events where missing point to a jet











• ATLAS has potential for the discovery of 1TeV SUSY at early data
(1fb-1)
• Key point of the discovery is understanding of SM BG
– We are developing the data-driven BG estimation methods.
Many methods have been proposed
(some of them are shown today)
– The studies are ongoing, especially systematic uncertainty of 
these methods.
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